
CHAPTER 1

Parameters

1.1. The automorphic Langlands group

We begin with some general motivation. We shall review some of the
fundamental ideas that underlie the theoretical foundations laid by Lang-
lands. This will help us put our theorems into perspective. It will also lead
naturally to a formulation of some of the essential objects with which we
need to work.

We take F to be a local or global field of characteristic 0. In other
words, F is a finite extension of either the real field R or a p-adic field Qp,
or it is a finite extension of Q itself. Suppose that G is a connected reductive
algebraic group over F , which to be concrete we take to be a classical matrix
group. For example, we could let G be the general linear group

GpNq “ GLpNq

of invertible matrices of rank N over F .
In his original paper [L2], Langlands introduced what later became

known as the L-group of G. This object is a semidirect product

LG “ pG ¸ ΓF

of a complex dual group pG of G with the Galois group

ΓF “ GalpF {F q

of an algebraic closure F of F . The action of ΓF on pG (called an L-action) is
determined by its action on a based root datum for G and a corresponding

splitting for pG, according to the general theory of algebraic groups. (See
[K3, §1.1–§1.3].) It factors through the quotient ΓE{F of ΓF attached to
any finite Galois extension E Ą F over which G splits. We sometimes
formulate the L-group by the simpler prescription

LG “
LGE{F “ pG ¸ ΓE{F ,

since this suffices for many purposes. If G “ GpNq, for example, the action

of ΓF on pG is trivial. Since pG is just the complex general linear group
GLpN,Cq in this case, one can often work with the restricted form

LG “ pG “ GLpN,Cq

of the L-group.
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Langlands’ conjectures [L2] predicate a fundamental role for the L-group
in the representation theory of G. Among other things, Langlands conjec-
tured the existence of a natural correspondence

φ ÝÑ π

between two quite different kinds of objects. The domain consists of (con-
tinuous) L-homomorphisms

φ : ΓF ÝÑ
LG,

taken up to conjugation by pG. (An L-homomorphism between two groups
that fibre over ΓF is a homomorphism that commutes with the two projec-
tions onto ΓF .) The codomain consists of irreducible representations π of
GpF q if F is local, and automorphic representations π of GpAq if F is global,
taken in each case up to the usual relation of equivalence of irreducible rep-
resentations.

Recall that if F is global, the adele ring is defined as a restricted tensor
product

A “ AF “

ź

v

Fv

of completions Fv of F . In this case, the Langlands correspondence should
satisfy the natural local-global compatibility condition. Namely, if φv de-
notes the restriction of φ to the subgroup ΓFv of ΓF (which is defined up to
conjugacy), and π is a restricted tensor product

π “

„
â

v

πv, φv Ñ πv,

of representations that correspond to these localizations, then π should cor-
respond to φ. We refer the reader to the respective articles [F] and [L6] for
a discussion of restricted direct products and automorphic representations.

The correspondence φ Ñ π, which remains conjectural, is to be under-
stood in the literal sense of the word. For general G, it will not be a mapping.
However, in the case G “ GLpNq, the correspondence should in fact reduce
to a well defined, injective mapping. For local F , this is part of what has
now been established, as we will recall in §1.3. For global F , the injectivity
would be a consequence of the required local-global compatibility condition
and the theorem of strong multiplicity one, or rather its generalization in
[JS] that we will also recall in §1.3. However, the correspondence will very
definitely not be surjective.

In our initial attempts at motivation, we should not lose sight of the fact
that the conjectural Langlands correspondence is very deep. For example,
even though the mapping φ Ñ π is known to exist for G “ GLp1q, it
takes the form of the fundamental reciprocity laws of local and global class
field theory. Its generalization to GLpNq would amount to a formulation of
nonabelian class field theory.
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Langlands actually proposed the correspondence φ Ñ π with the Weil
group WF in place of the Galois group ΓF . We recall that WF is a locally
compact group, which was defined separately for local and global F by Weil.
It is equipped with a continuous homomorphism

WF ÝÑ ΓF ,

with dense image. If F is global, there is a commutative diagram

WF� �

��

�� ΓFV� �

��

WF
�� ΓF

for any completion Fv of F , with vertical embeddings defined up to conju-
gation. (See [T2].) In the Weil form of the Langlands correspondence, φ
represents an L-homomorphism from WF to LG. The restriction mapping
of continuous functions on ΓF to continuous functions on WF is injective.
For this reason, the conjectural Langlands correspondence for Weil groups
is a generalization of its version for Galois groups.

For G “ GLpNq, the Weil form of the conjectural correspondence φ Ñ π
again reduces to an injective mapping. (In the global case, one has to take
π to be an isobaric automorphic representation, a natural restriction in-
troduced in [L7] that includes all the representations in the automorphic
spectral decomposition of GLpNq.) If G “ GLp1q, it also becomes surjec-
tive. However, for nonabelian groups G, and in particular for GLpNq, the
correspondence will again not be surjective. One of the purposes of Lang-
lands’ article [L7] was to suggest the possibility of a larger group, which
when used in place of the Weil group, would give rise to a bijective mapping
for GLpNq. Langlands formulated the group as a complex, reductive, proal-
gebraic group, in the spirit of the complex form of Grothendieck’s motivic
Galois group.

Kottwitz later pointed out that Langlands’ group ought to have an equiv-
alent but simpler formulation as a locally compact group LF [K3]. It would
come with a surjective mapping

LF ÝÑ WF

onto the Weil group, whose kernel KF should be compact and connected,
and (in the optimistic view of some [A17]) even simply connected. If F is
local, LF would take the simple form

(1.1.1) LF “

#

WF , if F is archimedean,

WF ˆ SUp2q, if F is nonarchimedean.

In this case, LF is actually a split extension of WF by a compact, simply
connected group (namely, the trivial group t1u if F is archimedean and the
three-dimensional compact Lie group SUp2q “ SUp2,Rq if F is p-adic.) If F
is global, LF remains hypothetical. Its existence is in fact one of the deepest
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problems in the subject. Whatever form it does ultimately take, it ought to
fit into a larger commutative diagram

LFv ÝÑ WFv ÝÑ ΓFvãÑ ãÑ ãÑ

LF ÝÑ WF ÝÑ ΓF

for any completion Fv, the vertical embedding on the left again being defined
up to conjugation.

The hypothetical formal structure of LF is thus compatible with an
extension of the Langlands correspondence from WF to LF . This is what
Langlands proposed in [L7] (for the proalgebraic form of LF ). The extension
amounts to a hypothetical correspondence φ Ñ π, in which φ now represents
an L-homomorphism

φ : LF ÝÑ
LG,

taken again up to pG-conjugacy. Here it is convenient to use the Weil form
of the L-group

LG “ pG ¸ WF ,

for the action of WF on pG inherited from ΓF . An L-homomorphism between
two groups over WF is again one that commutes with the two projections.
There are some minor conditions on φ that are implicit here. For example,
since WF and LF are no longer compact, one has to require that for any

λ P LF , the image of φpλq in pG be semisimple. If G is not quasisplit, one
generally also requires that φ be relevant to G, in the sense that if its image
lies in a parabolic subgroup LP of LG, there is a corresponding parabolic
subgroup P of G that is defined over F .

Suppose again that G “ GLpNq. Then the hypothetical extended cor-
respondence φ Ñ π again reduces to an injective mapping. However, this
time it should also be surjective (provided that for global F , we take the
image to be the set of isobaric automorphic representations). If F is local
archimedean, so that LF “ WF , the correspondence was established (for
any G in fact) by Langlands [L11]. If F is a local p-adic field, so that
LF “ WF ˆ SUp2q, the correspondence was established for GLpNq by Har-
ris and Taylor [HT] and Henniart [He1]. For global F , the correspondence
for GLpNq is much deeper, and remains highly conjectural. We have intro-
duced it here as a model to motivate the form of the theorems we seek for
classical groups.

If G is more general than GLpNq, the extended correspondence φ Ñ π
will not reduce to a mapping. It was to account for this circumstance that
Langlands introduced what are now called L-packets. We recall that L-
packets are supposed to be the equivalence classes for a natural relation that
is weaker than the usual notion of equivalence of irreducible representations.
(The supplementary relation is called L-equivalence, since it is arithmetic in
nature, and is designed to preserve the L-functions and ε-factors of repre-
sentations.) The extended correspondence φ Ñ π is supposed to project to
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a well defined mapping φ Ñ Πφ from the set of parameters φ to the set of
L-packets. For G “ GLpNq, L-equivalence reduces to ordinary equivalence.
The L-packets Πφ then contain one element each, which is the reason that
the correspondence φ Ñ π reduces to a mapping in this case.

The general construction of L-packets is part of Langlands’ conjectural
theory of endoscopy. It will be a central topic of investigation for this volume.
We recall at this stage simply that the L-packet attached to a given φ will
be intimately related to the centralizer

(1.1.2) Sφ “ Cent
`

Impφq, pG
˘

in pG of the image φpLF q of φ, generally through its finite quotient

(1.1.3) Sφ “ Sφ{S0
φZp pGq

Γ.

Following standard notation, we have written S0
φ for the connected com-

ponent of 1 in the complex reductive group Sφ, Zp pGq for the center of pG,

and Zp pGqΓ for the subgroup of invariants in Zp pGq under the natural action
of the Galois group Γ “ ΓF . For G “ GLpNq, the groups Sφ will all be
connected. Each quotient Sφ is therefore trivial. The implication for other
groups G is that we will have to find a way to introduce the centralizers Sφ,
even though we have no hope of constructing the automorphic Langlands
group LF and the general parameters φ.

There is a further matter that must also be taken into consideration.
Suppose for example that F is global and that G “ GLpNq. The problem
in this case is that the conjectural parametrization of automorphic repre-
sentations π by N -dimensional representations

φ : LF ÝÑ pG “ GLpN,Cq

is not compatible with the spectral decomposition of L2
`

GpF qzGpAq
˘

. If φ
is irreducible, π is supposed to be a cuspidal automorphic representation.
Any such representation is part of the discrete spectrum (taken modulo the
center). However, there are also noncuspidal automorphic representations
in the discrete spectrum. These come from residues of Eisenstein series,
and include for example the trivial one-dimensional representation of GpAq.
Such automorphic representations will correspond to certain reducible N -
dimensional representations of LF . How is one to account for them?

The answer, it turns out, lies in the product of LF with the supplemen-
tary group SUp2q “ SUp2,Rq. The representations in the discrete auto-
morphic spectrum of GLpNq should be attached to irreducible unitary N -
dimensional representations of this product. The local constituents of these
automorphic representations should again be determined by the restriction
of parameters, this time from the product LF ˆ SUp2q to its subgroups
LFv ˆ SUp2q. Notice that if v is a p-adic valuation, the localization

LFv ˆ SUp2q “ WFv ˆ SUp2q ˆ SUp2q
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contains two SUp2q-factors. Each will have its own distinct role. In §1.3, we
shall recall the general construction, and why it is the product LF ˆ SUp2q

that governs the automorphic spectrum of GLpNq.
Similar considerations should apply to a more general connected group

G over any F . One would consider L-homomorphisms

ψ : LF ˆ SUp2q ÝÑ
LG,

with relatively compact image in pG (the analogue of the unitary condition
for GLpNq). If F is global, the parameters should govern the automorphic
spectrum of G. If F is local, they ought to determine corresponding lo-
cal constituents. In either case, the relevant representations should occur
in packets Πψ, which are larger and more complicated than L-packets, but
which are better adapted to the spectral properties of automorphic repre-
sentations. These packets should in turn be related to the centralizers

Sψ “ Cent
`

Impψq, pG
˘

and their quotients

Sψ “ Sψ{S0
ψZp pGq

Γ.

For G “ GLpNq, the groups Sψ remain connected. However, for other
classical groups G we might wish to study, we must again be prepared to
introduce parameters ψ and centralizers Sψ without reference to the global
Langlands group LF .

The objects of study in this volume will be orthogonal and symplectic
groups G. Our general goal will be to classify the representations of such
groups in terms of those of GLpNq. In the hypothetical setting of the dis-
cussion above, the problem includes being able to relate the parameters ψ
for G with those for GLpNq. As further motivation for what is to come,
we shall consider this question in the next section. We shall analyze the
self-dual, finite dimensional representations of a general group ΛF . Among
other things, this exercise will allow us to introduce endoscopic data, the
internal objects for G that drive the classification, in concrete terms.

1.2. Self-dual, finite-dimensional representations

We continue to take F to be any local or global field of characteristic 0.
For this section, we let ΛF denote a general, unspecified topological group.
The reader can take ΛF to be one of the groups ΓF , WF or LF discussed
in §1.1, or perhaps the product of one of these groups with SUp2q. We
assume only that ΛF is equipped with a continuous mapping ΛF Ñ ΓF ,
with connected kernel and dense image.

We shall be looking at continuous, N -dimensional representations

r : ΛF ÝÑ GLpN,Cq.

Any such r factors through the preimage of a finite quotient of ΓF . We can
therefore replace ΛF by its preimage. In fact, one could simply take a large
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finite quotient of ΓF in place of ΛF , which for the purposes of the present
exercise we could treat as an abstract finite group.

We say that r is self-dual if it is equivalent to its contragredient repre-
sentation

r_
pλq “

trpλq
´1, λ P ΛF ,

where x Ñ tx is the usual transpose mapping. In other words, the equiva-
lence class of r is invariant under the standard outer automorphism

θpxq “ x_
“

tx´1, x P GLpNq,

of GLpNq. This condition depends only on the inner class of θ. It remains
the same if θ is replaced by any conjugate

θgpxq “ g´1θpxqg, g P GLpNq.

We shall analyze the self-dual representations r in terms of orthogonal and
symplectic subgroups of GLpN,Cq.

We decompose a given representation r into a direct sum

r “ �1r1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ �rrr,

for inequivalent irreducible representations

rk : ΛF ÝÑ GLpNk,Cq, 1 ď k ď r,

and multiplicities �k with

N “ �1N1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` �rNr.

The representation is self-dual if and only if there is an involution k Ø k_

on the indices such that for any k, r_
k is equivalent to rk_ and �k “ �k_ . We

shall say that r is elliptic if it satisfies the further constraint that for each
k, k_ “ k and �k “ 1. We shall concentrate on this case.

Assume that r is elliptic. Then

r “ r1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ rr,

for distinct irreducible, self-dual representations ri of ΛF of degree Ni. If i
is any index, we can write

r_
i pλq “ AiripλqA´1

i , λ P ΛF ,

for a fixed element Ai P GLpNi,Cq. Applying the automorphism θ to each
side of this equation, we then see that

ripλq “ A_
i r

_
i pA_

i q
´1

“ pA_
i AiqripλqpA_

i Aiq
´1.

Since ri is irreducible, the product A
_
i Ai is a scalar matrix. We can therefore

write
tAi “ ciAi, ci P C˚.

If we take the transpose of each side of this equation, we see further that
c2i “ 1. Thus, ci equals `1 or ´1, and the nonsingular matrix Ai is either
symmetric or skew-symmetric. The mapping

xi ÝÑ pA´1
i q

txiAi, xi P GLpNiq,
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represents the adjoint relative to the bilinear form defined by Ai. Therefore
ripλq belongs to the corresponding orthogonal group OpAi,Cq or symplectic
group SppAi,Cq, according to whether ci equals `1 or ´1.

Let us write IO and IS for the set of indices i such that ci equals `1 and
´1 respectively. We then write

rεpλq “
à

iPIε

ripλq, λ P ΛF ,

Aε “
à

iPIε

Ai,

and

Nε “
ÿ

iPIε

Ni,

for ε equal to O or S. Thus AO is a symmetric matrix in GLpNO,Cq, AS is
a skew-symmetric matrix in GLpNS ,Cq, and rO and rS are representations
of ΛF that take values in the respective groups OpAO,Cq and SppAS ,Cq.
We have established a canonical decomposition

r “ rO ‘ rS

of the self-dual representation r into orthogonal and symplectic components.
It will be only the equivalence class of r that is relevant, so we are free

to replace rpλq by its conjugate

B´1rpλqB

by a matrix B P GLpN,Cq. This has the effect of replacing the matrix

A “ AO ‘ AS

by tBAB. In particular, we could take AO to be any symmetric matrix in
GLpNO,Cq, and AS to be any skew-symmetric matrix in GLpNS ,Cq. We
may therefore put the orthogonal and symplectic groups that contain the
images of rO and rS into standard form.

It will be convenient to adopt a slightly different convention for these
groups. As our standard orthogonal group in GLpNq, we take

OpNq “ OpN, Jq,

where

J “ JpNq “

¨

˝

0 1
. .
.

1 0

˛

‚

is the “second diagonal” in GLpNq. This is a group of two connected com-
ponents, whose identity component is the special orthogonal group

SOpNq “
�

x P OpNq : detpxq “ 1
(

.
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As the standard symplectic group in GLpNq, defined for N “ 2N 1 even, we
take the connected group

SppNq “ SppN, J 1
q

for the skew-symmetric matrix

J 1
“ J 1

pNq “

ˆ

0 ´JpN 1q

JpN 1q 0

˙

.

The advantage of this formalism is that the set of diagonal matrices in
either SOpNq or SppNq forms a maximal torus. Similarly, the set of upper
triangular matrices in either group forms a Borel subgroup. The point is
that if

tx “ J txJ “ J txJ´1, x P GLpNq,

denotes the transpose of x about the second diagonal, the automorphism

IntpJq ˝ θ : x ÝÑ JθpxqJ´1
“ tx

´1

of GLpNq stabilizes the standard Borel subgroup of upper triangular matri-
ces. Notice that there is a related automorphism

rθpNq “ Intp rJq ˝ θ : x ÝÑ rJθpxq rJ´1,

defined by the matrix

(1.2.1) rJ “ rJpNq “

¨

˚

˚

˝

0 1
´1

. .
.

p´1qN`1 0

˛

‹

‹

‚

,

which stabilizes the standard splitting in GLpNq as well. Both of these
automorphisms lie in the inner class of θ, and either one could have been
used originally in place of θ.

Returning to our discussion, we can arrange that A equals
JpNOq ‘ J 1pNSq. It is best to work with the matrix

JO,S “ JpNO, NSq “

¨

˝

0 ´JpN 1
Sq

JpNOq

JpN 1
Sq 0

˛

‚, NS “ 2N 1
S ,

obtained from the obvious embedding of JpNOq ‘ J 1pNSq into GLpN,Cq.
The associated elliptic representation r from the given equivalence class then
maps ΛF to the corresponding subgroup of GLpN,Cq, namely the subgroup

OpNO,Cq ˆ SppNS ,Cq

defined by the embedding

px, yq ÝÑ

¨

˝

y11 0 y12
0 x 0
y21 0 y22

˛

‚,

where yij are the four pN 1
S ˆ N 1

Sq-block components of the matrix
y P SppNS ,Cq.
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The symplectic part rS of r is the simpler of the two. Its image is
contained in the connected complex group

pGS “ SppNS ,Cq.

This in turn is the dual group of the split classical group

GS “ SOpNS ` 1q.

The orthogonal part rO of r is complicated by the fact that its image is
contained only in the disconnected group OpNO,Cq. Its composition with
the projection of OpNO,Cq onto the group

OpNO,Cq{SOpNO,Cq – Z{2Z

of components yields a character η on ΛF of order 1 or 2. Since we are
assuming that the kernel of the mapping of ΛF to ΓF is connected, η can
be identified with a character on the Galois group ΓF of order 1 or 2. This
in turn determines an extension E of F of degree 1 or 2.

Suppose first that NO is odd. In this case, the matrix p´Iq in OpNOq

represents the nonidentity component, and the orthogonal group is a direct
product

OpNO,Cq “ SOpNO,Cq ˆ Z{2Z.

We write

SOpNO,Cq “ pGO,

where GO is the split group SppNO ´ 1q over F . We then use η to identify
the direct product

L
pGOqE{F “ pGO ˆ ΓE{F

with a subgroup of OpNO,Cq, namely SOpNO,Cq or OpNO,Cq, according to
whether η has order 1 or 2. We thus obtain an embedding of the (restricted)
L-group of GO into GLpNO,Cq.

Assume next that N is even. In this case, the nonidentity component in
OpNq acts by an outer automorphism on SOpNOq. We write

SOpNO,Cq “ pGO,

where GO is now the corresponding quasisplit orthogonal group SOpNO, ηq

over F defined by η. In other words, GO is the split group SOpNOq if η is
trivial, and the nonsplit group obtained by twisting SOpNOq over E by the
given outer automorphism if η is nontrivial. Let rwpNOq be the permutation
matrix in GLpNOq that interchanges the middle two coordinates, and leaves
the other coordinates invariant. We take this element as a representative
of the nonidentity component of OpNO,Cq. We then use η to identify the
semidirect product

L
pGOqE{F “ pGO ¸ ΓE{F

with a subgroup of OpNO,Cq, namely SOpNO,Cq or OpNO,Cq as before. We
again obtain an embedding of the (restricted) L-group ofGO intoGLpNO,Cq.
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We have shown that the elliptic self-dual representation r factors through
the embedded subgroup

LGE{F “
L

pGOqE{F ˆ
L

pGSqE{F

of GLpN,Cq attached to a quasisplit group

G “ GO ˆ GS

over F . The group G is called a θ-twisted endoscopic group for GLpNq. It
is determined by r, and in fact by the decomposition N “ NO `NS and the
character η “ ηG (of order 1 or 2) attached to r. The same is true of the
L-embedding

ξ “ ξO,S,η : LG “ pG ¸ ΓF ãÑ
LGpNq “ GLpN,Cq ˆ ΓF ,

obtained by inflating the embedding above to the full L-groups.
It is convenient to form the semidirect product

rG`
pNq “ GLpNq ¸ xθy “ GpNq ¸ xrθpNqy,

where xθy and xrθpNqy are the groups of order 2 generated by the automor-

phisms θ and rθpNq. We write

rG0
pNq “ GLpNq ¸ 1 “ GpNq ¸ 1

for the identity component, which we can of course identify with the general
linear group GLpNq, and

(1.2.2) rGpNq “ GLpNq ¸ θ “ GpNq ¸ rθpNq

for the other connected component. Given r, and hence also the decompo-
sition N “ NO ` NS , we can form the semisimple element

s “ sO,S “ J´1
O,S ¸ θ,

in the “dual set”
p

rGpNq of complex points GLpN,Cq¸θ. The complex group
pG “ pGO ˆ pGS , attached to r as above, is then the connected centralizer of
s in the group

pGpNq “
p

rG0
pNq “ GLpN,Cq.

The triplet pG, s, ξq is called an endoscopic datum for rGpNq, since it becomes

a special case of the terminology of [KS, p. 16] if we replace rGpNq with either

of the pairs
`

rG0pNq, rθpNq
˘

or
`

GpNq, θ
˘

“
`

GLpNq, θ
˘

.
The endoscopic datum pG, s, ξq we have introduced has the property of

being elliptic. This is a consequence of our condition that the original self-
dual representation r is elliptic. A general (nonelliptic) endoscopic datum

for rGpNq is again a triplet pG, s, ξq, where G is a quasisplit group over F , s

is a semisimple element in
p

rGpNq of which pG is the connected centralizer in
p

rG0pNq, and ξ is an L-embedding of LG into the L-group L
rG0pNq “ LGpNq

of GLpNq. (In the present setting, we are free to take either the Galois or

Weil form of the L-groups.) We require that ξ equal the identity on pG, and
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that the projection onto
p

rG0pNq of the image of ξ lie in the full centralizer

of s. The endoscopic group G (or datum pG, s, ξq) for rGpNq then said to be

elliptic if Zp pGqΓ, the subgroup of elements in the center Zp pGq of pG invariant
under the action of the Galois group Γ “ ΓF , is finite.

The notion of isomorphism between two general endoscopic data is de-
fined in [KS, p. 18]. In the case at hand, it is given by an element g in the

dual group pGpNq “ GLpN,Cq whose action by conjugation is compatible in
a natural sense with the two endoscopic data. We write

rAutN pGq “ Aut
rGpNq

pGq

for the group of isomorphisms of the endoscopic datum G to itself. The
main role for this group is in its image

rOutN pGq “ rAutN pGq{rIntN pGq

in the group of outer automorphisms of the group G over F . (Following
standard practice, we often let the endoscopic group G represent a full en-
doscopic datum pG, s, ξq, or even an isomorphism class of such data.) If G

represents one of the elliptic endoscopic data constructed above, rOutN pGq is
trivial if the integer NO is odd or zero. In the remaining case that NO is even

and positive, rOutN pGq is a group of order 2, the nontrivial element being
the outer automorphism induced by the nontrivial connected component of
OpNO,Cq.

We write
rEpNq “ E

`

rGpNq
˘

for the set of isomorphism classes of endoscopic data for rGpNq, and

rEellpNq “ Eell
`

rGpNq
˘

for the subset of classes in rEpNq that are elliptic. The data pG, s, ξq, at-
tached to equivalence classes of elliptic, self-dual representations r as above,

form a complete set of representatives of rEellpNq. The set rEellpNq is thus
parametrized by triplets pNO, NS , ηq, where NO ` NS “ N is a decomposi-
tion of N into nonnegative integers with NS even, and η “ ηG is a character
of ΓF of order 1 or 2 with the property that η “ 1 if NO “ 0, and η ‰ 1
if NO “ 2. (The last constraint is required in order that the datum be
elliptic.) The goal of this volume is to describe the representations of the
classical groups G in terms of those of GLpNq. The general arguments will

be inductive. For this reason, the case in which pG is either purely orthogonal
or purely symplectic will have a special role. Accordingly, we write

rEsimpNq “ Esim
`

rGpNq
˘

for the set of elements in rEellpNq that are simple, in the sense that one of
the integers NO or NS vanishes. We then have a chain of sets

(1.2.3) rEsimpNq Ă rEellpNq Ă rEpNq,
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which are all finite if F is local, and all infinite if F is global.

The elements G P rEpNq are usually called twisted endoscopic data, since
they are attached to the automorphism θ. We shall have to work also with
ordinary (untwisted) endoscopic data, at least for the quasisplit orthogonal

and symplectic groups G that represent elements in rEsimpNq. An endoscopic

datum G1 for G is similar to what we have described above for rGpNq. It
amounts to a triplet pG1, s1, ξ1q, where G1 is a (connected) quasisplit group

over F , s1 is a semisimple element in pG of which pG1 is the connected central-

izer in pG, and ξ1 is an L-embedding of LG1 into LG. We again require that

ξ1 equal the identity on pG1, and that its image lie in the centralizer of s1 in
LG. (See [LS1, (1.2)], a special case of the general definition in [KS], which
we have specialized further to the case at hand.) There is again the notion
of isomorphism of endoscopic data, which allows us to form the associated
finite group

OutGpG1
q “ AutGpG1

q{IntGpG1
q

of outer automorphisms of any given G1. We write EpGq for the set of
isomorphism classes of endoscopic data G1 for G, and EellpGq for the subset

of data that are elliptic, in the sense that Zp pG1qΓ is finite. We then have a
second chain of sets

(1.2.4) EsimpGq Ă EellpGq Ă EpGq,

where EsimpGq “ tGu is the subset consisting of G alone. Similar definitions

apply to groups G that represent more general data in rEpNq.

It is easy to describe the set EellpGq, for any G P rEsimpNq. It suffices to

consider diagonal matrices s1 P pG with eigenvalues ˘1. For example, in the

first case that G “ SOpN ` 1q and pG “ SppN,Cq (with N “ NS even), it
is enough to take diagonal matrices of the form

s1
“

¨

˝

´I2
1 0

I 1
2

0 ´I2
1

˛

‚,

where I2
1 is the identity matrix of rank N2

1 “ N 1
1{2, and I 1

2 is the identity
matrix of rank N 1

2. The set EellpGq is parametrized by pairs pN 1
1, N

1
2q of

even integers with 0 ď N 1
1 ď N 1

2 and N “ N 1
1 ` N 1

2. The corresponding
endoscopic groups are the split groups

G1
“ SOpN 1

1 ` 1q ˆ SOpN 1
2 ` 1q,

with dual groups

pG1
“ SppN 1

1,Cq ˆ SppN 1
2,Cq Ă SppN,Cq “ pG.

The group OutGpG1q is trivial in this case unless N 1
1 “ N 1

2, in which case it
has order 2.

The other cases are similar. In the second case that G “ SppN ´ 1q

and pG “ SOpN,Cq (with N “ NO odd), EellpGq is parametrized by pairs
pN 1

1, N
1
2q of nonnegative even integers withN “ N 1

1`pN 1
2`1q, and characters
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η1 on ΓF with pη1q2 “ 1. The corresponding endoscopic groups are the
quasisplit groups

G1
“ SOpN 1

1, η
1
q ˆ SppN 1

2q,

with dual groups

pG1
“ SOpN 1

1,Cq ˆ SOpN 1
2 ` 1,Cq Ă SOpN,Cq “ pG.

In the third case that G “ SOpN, ηq and pG “ SOpN,Cq (with N “ NO

even), EellpGq is parametrized by pairs of even integers pN 1
1, N

1
2q with

0 ď N 1
1 ď N 1

2 and N “ N 1
1 ` N 1

2, and pairs pη1
1, η

1
2q of characters on ΓF

with pη1
1q2 “ pη1

2q2 “ 1 and η “ η1
1η

1
2. The corresponding endoscopic groups

are the quasisplit groups

G1
“ SOpN 1

1, η
1
1q ˆ SOpN 1

2, η
1
2q,

with dual groups

pG1
“ SOpN 1

1,Cq ˆ SOpN 1
2,Cq Ă SOpN,Cq “ pG.

In the second and third cases, each character η1 has to be nontrivial if the
corresponding integer N 1 equals 2, while if N 1 “ 0, η1 must of course be
trivial. In these cases, the group OutGpG1q has order 2 unless N is even,
and N 1

1 “ N 1
2 and η1

1 “ η1
2, in which case it is a product of two groups of

order 2, or N 1
1 “ 0, in which case the group is trivial.

Observe that in the even orthogonal case, where pG “ SOpN,Cq with N
even, the endoscopic data G1 P EellpGq will not be able to isolate constituents
ri of r of odd dimension. The discrepancy is made up by a third kind
of endoscopic datum. These are the twisted endoscopic data for the even

orthogonal groups G “ SOpN, ηq in rEsimpNq. For any such G, let

(1.2.5) rG “ G ¸ rθ, rθ “ Int
`

rwpNq
˘

,

be the nonidentity component in the semi-direct product of G with the

group of order two generated by the outer automorphism rθ of SOpNq. In

this setting a (twisted) endoscopic datum is a triplet p rG1, rs1, rξ1q, where rG1

is a quasisplit group over F , rs1 is a semisimple element in the “dual set”
p

rG “ pG ¸ rθ of which
p

rG1 is the connected centralizer in pG, and rξ1 is an

L-embedding of L
rG1 into LG, all being subject also to further conditions

and definitions as above. The subset Eellp rGq Ă Ep rGq of isomorphism classes

of elliptic endoscopic data for rG is parametrized by pairs of odd integers

p rN 1
1,

rN 1
2q, with 0 ď rN 1

1 ď rN 1
2 and N “ rN 1

1 ` rN 1
2, and pairs of characters

prη1
1, rη

1
2q on ΓF , with prη1

1q2 “ prη1
2q2 “ 1 and η “ rη1

1rη
1
2. The corresponding

endoscopic groups are the quasisplit groups

rG1
“ Spp rN 1

1 ´ 1q ˆ Spp rN 1
2 ´ 1q,

with dual groups

p

rG1
“ SOp rN 1

1,Cq ˆ SOp rN 1
2,Cq Ă SOpN,Cq “ pG.
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The family Eellp rGq will have to be part of our analysis. However, its role

will be subsidiary to that of the two primary families rEellpNq and EellpGq.
We have completed our brief study of elliptic self-dual representations r.

Remember that we are regarding these objects as parameters, in the spirit
of §1.1. We have seen that a parameter for GLpNq factors into a product of
two parameters for quasisplit classical groups. The products are governed by

twisted endoscopic data G P rEellpNq. They can be refined further according
to ordinary endoscopic data G1 P EellpGq. Thus, while the parameters will
not be available (for lack of a global Langlands group LF ), the endoscopic
data that control many of their properties will be. Before we can study the
ramifications of this, we must first formulate a makeshift substitute for the
parameters attached to our classical groups. We shall do so in §1.4, after a
review in §1.3 of the representations of GLpNq that will serve as parameters
for this group.

We have considered only the self-dual representation r that are elliptic,
since it is these objects that pertain directly to our theorems. Before going
on, we might ask what happens if r is not elliptic. A moment’s reflection
reveals that any such r factors through subgroups of GLpN,Cq attached to

several data G P rEellpNq, in contrast to what we have seen in the elliptic
case. This is because r also factors through a subgroup attached to a datum

M in the complement of rEellpNq in EpNq, and because any such M can be
identified with a proper Levi subgroup of several G. The analysis of general
self-dual representations r is therefore more complicated, though still not
very difficult. It is best formulated in terms of the centralizers

rSrpNq “ Sr

`

rGpNq
˘

“ Cent
`

Imprq,
p

rGpNq
˘

and

Sr “ SrpGq “ Cent
`

Imprq, pGq
˘

of the images of r. We shall return to this matter briefly in §1.4, and then
more systematically as part of the general theory of Chapter 4.

1.3. Representations of GLpNq

A general goal, for the present volume and beyond, is to classify rep-
resentations of a broad class of groups in terms of those of general linear
groups. What makes this useful is the fact that much of the representation
theory of GLpNq is both well understood and relatively simple. We shall
review what we need of the theory.

Suppose first that F is local. In this case, we can replace the abstract
group ΛF of the last section by the local Langlands group LF defined by
(1.1.1). The local Langlands classification parametrizes irreducible repre-
sentations of GLpN,F q in terms of N -dimensional representations

φ : LF ÝÑ GLpN,Cq.

Before we state it formally, we should recall a few basic notions.
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Given a finite dimensional (semisimple, continuous) representation φ of
LF , we can form the local L-function Lps, φq, a meromorphic function of
s P C. We can also form the local ε-factor εps, φ, ψF q, a monomial of the
form ab´s which also depends on a nontrivial additive character ψF of F .
If F is archimedean, we refer the reader to the definition in [T2, §3]. If F
is p-adic, we extend φ analytically to a representation of the product of WF

with the complexification SLp2,Cq of the subgroup SUp2q of LF . We can
then form the representation

μφpwq “ φ

˜

w,

˜

|w|
1
2 0

0 |w|
´

1
2

¸¸

, w P WF ,

of WF , where |w| is the absolute value on WF , and the nilpotent matrix

Nφ “ logφ

ˆ

1,

ˆ

1 1
0 1

˙˙

.

The pair Vφ “ pμφ, Nφq gives a representation of the Weil-Deligne group
[T2, (4.1.3)], for which we define an L-function

Lps, φq “ ZpVφ, q
´s
F q

and ε-factor
εps, φ, ψF q “ εpVφ, q

´s
F q,

following notation in [T2, §4]. (We have written qF here for the order of the
residue field of F .) Of particular interest are the tensor product L-function

Lps, φ1 ˆ φ2q “ Lps, φ1 b φ2q

and ε-factor
εps, φ1 ˆ φ2, ψF q “ εps, φ1 b φ2, ψF q,

attached to any pair of representations φ1 and φ2 of LF .
We expect also to be able to attach local L-functions Lps, π, rq and ε-

factors εps, π, r, ψF q to any connected reductive group G over F , where π
ranges over irreducible representations of GpF q, and r is a finite dimensional
representation of LG. For general G, this has been done in only the sim-
plest of cases. However, if G is a product GpN1q ˆ GpN2q of general linear
groups, there is a broader theory [JPS]. (See also [MW2, Appendice].) It
applies to any representation π “ π1 ˆπ2, in the case that r is the standard
representation

(1.3.1) rpg1, g2q : X ÝÑ g1 ¨ X ¨
tg2, gi P GpNiq,

of
pG “ GLpN1,Cq ˆ GLpN2,Cq

on the space of complex pN1 ˆN2q-matrices X. The theory yields functions

Lps, π1 ˆ π2q “ Lps, π, rq

and
εps, π1 ˆ π2, ψF q “ εps, π, r, ψF q,
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known as local Rankin-Selberg convolutions.
The local classification for GLpNq is essentially characterized by being

compatible with these local Rankin-Selberg convolutions. It has other im-
portant properties as well. Some of these relate to supplementary conditions
we can impose on the parameters φ as follows.

Suppose for a moment that G is any connected group over F . We

write ΦpGq for the set of pG-orbits of (semisimple, continuous, G-relevant)
L-homomorphisms

φ : LF ÝÑ
LG,

and ΠpGq for the set of equivalence classes of irreducible (admissible) rep-
resentations of GpF q. (See [Bo].) These sets come with parallel chains of
subsets

Φ2,bddpGq Ă ΦbddpGq Ă ΦpGq

and

Π2,temppGq Ă ΠtemppGq Ă ΠpGq.

In the second chain, ΠtemppGq denotes the set of tempered representations
in ΠpGq, and

Π2,temppGq “ Π2pGq X ΠtemppGq,

where Π2pGq is the set of representations in ΠpGq that are essentially square
integrable, in the sense that after tensoring with the appropriate positive
character on GpF q, they are square integrable modulo the centre of GpF q.
Recall that ΠtemppGq can be described informally as the set of represen-
tations π P ΠpGq that occur in the spectral decomposition of L2

`

GpF q
˘

.
Similarly, Π2,temppGq is the set of π that occur in the discrete spectrum
(taken modulo the center). In the first chain, ΦbddpGq denotes the set of
φ P ΦpGq whose image in LG projects onto a relatively compact subset of
pG, and

Φ2,bddpGq “ Φ2pGq X ΦbddpGq,

where Φ2pGq is the set of parameters φ in ΦpGq whose image does not lie in
any proper parabolic subgroup LP of LG.

In the case G “ GpNq “ GLpNq of present concern, we write
ΦpNq “ Φ

`

GLpNq
˘

and ΠpNq “ Π
`

GLpNq
˘

, and follow similar notation
for the corresponding subsets above. Then ΦpNq can be identified with the
set of equivalence classes of (semisimple, continuous) N -dimensional repre-
sentations of LF . The subset

ΦsimpNq “ Φ2pNq

consists of those representations that are irreducible, while ΦbddpNq cor-
responds to representations that are unitary. On the other hand, the set
ΠunitpNq of unitary representations in ΠpNq properly contains ΠtemppNq, if
N ě 2. It has an elegant classification [V2], [Tad1], but our point here is
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that it is not parallel to the set of N -dimensional representations φ that are
unitary. We do observe that

Π2,temppNq “ Π2pNq X ΠunitpNq “ Π2,unitpNq,

so the notions of tempered and unitary are the same for square integrable
representations.

If F is p-adic, we can write Πscusp,temppNq (resp. ΠscusppNq) for the
set of supercuspidal representations in Π2,temppNq (resp. Π2pNq). It is also
convenient to write Msim,bddpNq (resp. MsimpNqq for the set of parameters
μ “ φ in Φsim,bddpNq (resp. ΦsimpNq) that are trivial on the second fac-
tor SUp2q of LF . If F is archimedean, it is natural to take Πscusp,temppNq

and ΠscusppNq to be empty unless GLpN,F q is compact modulo the cen-
ter (which is a silly way of saying that N “ 1), in which case we can
take them to be the corresponding sets Π2,temp

`

GLp1q
˘

“ Πtemp

`

GLp1q
˘

and Π2

`

GLp1q
˘

“ Π
`

GLp1q
˘

. With the parameter sets defined accordingly,
we then have two parallel chains

(1.3.2) Msim,bddpNq Ă Φsim,bddpNq Ă ΦbddpNq Ă ΦpNq,

and

(1.3.3) Πscusp,temppNq Ă Π2,temppNq Ă ΠtemppNq Ă ΠpNq,

for our given local field F .
The local classification for G “ GLpNq can now be formulated as follows.

Theorem 1.3.1 (Langlands [L11], Harris-Taylor [HT], Henniart [He1],
Scholze [Sch]). There is a unique bijective correspondence φ Ñ π from ΦpNq

onto ΠpNq such that

piq φ b χ ÝÑ π b pχ ˝ detq,

for any character χ in the group Φp1q “ Πp1q,

piiq det ˝φ ÝÑ ηπ,

for the central character ηπ of π, and

piiiq φ_
ÝÑ π_,

for the contragredient involutions _ on ΦpNq and ΠpNq, and such that if

φi ÝÑ πi, φi P ΦpNiq, i “ 1, 2,

then

pivq Lps, π1 ˆ π2q “ Lps, φ1 ˆ φ2q

and

pvq εps, π1 ˆ π2, ψF q “ εps, φ1 ˆ φ2, ψF q.

Furthermore, the bijection is compatible with the two chains ( 1.3.2) and
( 1.3.3), in the sense that it maps each subset in ( 1.3.2) onto its counterpart
in ( 1.3.3). �
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We now take F to be global. This brings us to the representations that
will be the foundation of all that follows. They are the objects in the set

AcusppNq “ Acusp

`

GLpNq
˘

of (equivalence classes of) unitary, cuspidal automorphic representations of
GLpNq.

Assume first that G is an arbitrary connected group over the global field
F . To suppress the noncompact part of the center, one often works with the
closed subgroup

GpAq
1

“
�

x P GpAq : |χpxq| “ 1, χ P X˚
pGqF

(

of GpAq, where X˚pGqF is the additive group of characters of G defined
over F . We recall that GpF qzGpAq1 has finite volume, and that there is a
sequence

L2
cusp

`

GpF qzGpAq
1
˘

Ă L2
disc

`

GpF qzGpAq
1
˘

Ă L2
`

GpF qzGpAq
1
˘

,

of embedded, right GpAq1-invariant Hilbert spaces. In particular, the space
L2
cusp

`

GpF qzGpAq1
˘

of cuspidal functions in L2
`

GpF qzGpAq1
˘

is contained in

the subspace L2
disc

`

GpF qzGpAq1
˘

that decomposes under the action of GpAq1

into a direct sum of irreducible representations. We can then introduce a
corresponding chain of subsets of irreducible automorphic representations

AcusppGq Ă A2pGq Ă ApGq.

By definition, AcusppGq, A2pGq and ApGq denote the subsets of irreducible
unitary representations π of GpAq whose restrictions to GpAq1 are irreducible
constituents of the respective spaces L2

cusp, L2
disc and L2. We shall also

write A`
cusppGq and A`

2 pGq for the analogues of AcusppGq and A2pGq defined
without the condition that π be unitary. (The definition of ApGq here is
somewhat informal, and will be used only for guidance. It can in fact be
made precise at the singular points in the continuous spectrum where there
might be some ambiguity.)

We specialize again to the case G “ GLpNq, taken now over the global
field F . We write ApNq “ A

`

GLpNq
˘

, with similar notation for the cor-

responding subsets above. Observe that GLpN,Aq1 is the group of adelic
matrices x P GLpN,Aq whose determinant has absolute value 1. In this
case, the set ApNq is easy to characterize. It is composed of the induced
representations

π “ IP pπ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b πrq, πi P A2pNiq,

where P is the standard parabolic subgroup of block upper triangular ma-
trices in G “ GLpNq corresponding to a partition pN1, . . . , Nrq of N , with
the standard Levi subgroup of block diagonal matrices

MP “ GLpN1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ GLpNrq.

This follows from the theory of Eisenstein series [L1], [L5], [A1] (valid
for any G), and the fact [Be] (special to G “ GLpNq) that an induced
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representation IG
P pσq is irreducible for any representation σ of MP pAq that

is irreducible and unitary. Let us also write A`pNq for the set of induced
representations as above, but with the components πi now taken from the
larger sets A`

2 pNiq. These are global analogues of what are usually called
standard representations. They can be reducible at certain points, although
they typically remain irreducible. We thus have a chain of sets

(1.3.4) AcusppNq Ă A2pNq Ă ApNq Ă A`
pNq

of representations, for our given global field F . This is a rough global
analogue of the local sequence (1.3.3). We have dropped the subscript
“temp” in the global notation, since the local components of a constituent of
L2

`

GLpN,F qzGLpN,Aq1
˘

need not be tempered, and added the superscript
` to remind ourselves that A`pNq contains full induced representations,
rather than irreducible quotients.

There are two fundamental theorems on the automorphic representations
of GLpNq that will be essential to us. The first is the classification of
automorphic representations by Jacquet and Shalika, while the second is
the characterization by Moeglin and Waldspurger of the discrete spectrum
in terms of cuspidal spectra. We shall review each in turn.

Suppose again that G is an arbitrary connected group over the global
field F . An automorphic representation π of G is among other things, a
weakly continuous, irreducible representation of GpAq. As such, it can be
written as a restricted tensor product

π “
â

v

πv

of irreducible representations of the local groups GpFvq, almost all which
are unramified [F]. Recall that if πv is unramified, the group Gv “ G{Fv is
unramified. This means that Fv is a p-adic field, that Gv is quasisplit, and

that the action of WFv on pG factors through the infinite cyclic quotient

WFv{IFv “ xFrobvy

of WFv by the inertia subgroup IFv with canonical generator Frobv. Recall
also that the local Langlands correspondence has long existed in this very

particular context. The pG-orbit of homomorphisms

φv : LFv ÝÑ
LGv “ pG ¸ xFrobvy

in ΦpGvq to which πv corresponds factors through the quotient

LFv{
`

IFv ˆ SUp2q
˘

“ WFv{IFv

of LFv . The resulting mapping

πv ÝÑ cpπvq “ φvpFrobvq

is a bijection from the set of unramified representations of GpFvq (relative
to any given hyperspecial maximal compact subgroup Kv Ă GpFvq) and the

set of semisimple pG-orbits in LGv that project to the Frobenius generator
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of WFv{IFv . Let cvpπq be the image of cpπvq in LG under the embedding
of LGv into LG that is defined canonically up to conjugation. In this way,
the automorphic representation π of G gives rise to a family of semisimple
conjugacy classes

cSpπq “
�

cvpπq : v R S
(

in LG, where S is some finite set of valuations of F outside of which G is
unramified.

Let CS
autpGq be the set of families

cS “ tcv : v R Su

of semisimple conjugacy classes in LG obtained in this way. That is,
cS “ cSpπq, for some automorphic representation π of G. We define CautpGq

to be the set of equivalence classes of such families, cS and pc1qS
1

being
equivalent if cv equals c1

v for almost all v. We then have a mapping

π ÝÑ cpπq

from the set of automorphic representations of G onto CautpGq.
The families cSpπq arise most often in the guise of (partial) global L-

functions. Suppose that r is a finite dimensional representation of LG that
is unramified outside of S. The corresponding incomplete L-function is given
by an infinite product

LS
ps, π, rq “

ź

vRS

Lps, πv, rvq

of unramified local L-functions

Lps, πv, rvq “ det
`

1 ´ r
`

cpπvq
˘

q´s
v

˘´1
, v R S,

which converges for the real part of s large. It is at the ramified places v P S
that the construction of local L-functions and ε-factors poses a challenge.
As the reader is no doubt well aware, the completed L-function

Lps, π, rq “

ź

v

Lps, πv, rvq

is expected to have analytic continuation as a meromorphic function of s P C

that satisfies the functional equation

(1.3.5) Lps, π, rq “ εps, π, rqLp1 ´ s, π, r_
q,

where r_ is the contragredient of r, and

εps, π, rq “

ź

vRS

εps, πv, rv, ψFvq.

Here, ψFv stands for the localization of a nontrivial additive character ψF

on A{F that is unramified outside of S.
We return again to the case G “ GLpNq. The elements in the set

CautpNq “ Caut
`

GLpNq
˘
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can be identified with families of semisimple conjugacy classes in GLpN,Cq,
defined up to the equivalence relation above. It is convenient to restrict the
domain of the corresponding mapping π Ñ cpπq.

Recall that general automorphic representations for GLpNq can be char-
acterized as the irreducible constituents of induced representations

ρ “ IP pπ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b πrq, πi “ A`
cusppNiq.

(See Proposition 1.2 of [L6], which applies to any G.) With this condi-
tion, the nonunitary induced representation ρ can have many irreducible
constituents. However, it does have a canonical constituent. This is the
irreducible representation

π “
â

v

πv,

where πv P Π
`

GLpNqv

˘

is obtained from the local Langlands parameter

φv “ φ1,v ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ φr,v, φi,v ÝÑ πi,v,

in Φ
`

GLpNqv

˘

by Theorem 1.3.1 (applied to bothGLpNqv and its subgroups
GLpNiqv). Isobaric representations are the automorphic representations π
of GLpNq obtained in this way. The equivalence class of π does not change
if we reorder the cuspidal representations tπiu. We formalize this property
by writing

(1.3.6) π “ π1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ πr, πi P A`
cusppNiq,

in the notation [L7, §2] of Langlands, where the right hand side is regarded
as a formal, unordered direct sum.

Theorem 1.3.2 (Jacquet-Shalika [JS]). The mapping

π “ π1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ πr ÝÑ cpπq,

from the set of equivalence classes of isobaric automorphic representations
π of GLpNq to the set of elements c “ cpπq in CautpNq, is a bijection. �

Global Rankin-Selberg convolutions Lps, π1 ˆ π2q and ε-factors
εps, π1 ˆ π2q are defined as in the local case. They correspond to auto-
morphic representations π “ π1 ˆ π2 of a group G “ GLpN1q ˆ GLpN2q,

and the standard representation (1.3.1) of pG. The analytic behaviour of
these functions is now quite well understood [JPS], [MW2, Appendice].
In particular, Lps, π1 ˆ π2q has analytic continuation with functional equa-
tion (1.3.5). Moreover, if π1 and π2 are cuspidal, Lps, π1 ˆ π2q is an entire
function of s unless N1 equals N2, and π_

2 is equivalent to the representation

π1pg1q |det g1|
´s1 , g1 P GLpN1,Aq,

for some s1 P C, in which case Lps, π1 ˆ π2q has only a simple pole at
s “ s1 ` 1. It is this property that is used to prove Theorem 1.3.2.

Theorem 1.3.2 can be regarded as a characterization of (isobaric) au-
tomorphic representations of GLpNq in terms of simpler objects, families
of semisimple conjugacy classes. However, it does not in itself characterize
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the spectral properties of these representations. For example, it is not a
priori clear that the representations in ApNq, or even its subset A2pNq, are
isobaric. The following theorem provides the necessary corroboration.

Theorem 1.3.3 (Moeglin-Waldspurger [MW2]). The representations
π P A2pNq are parametrized by the set of pairs pm,μq, where N “ mn is
divisible by m, and μ is a representation in Acusppmq. If P is the standard
parabolic subgroup corresponding to the partition pm, . . . ,mq of N , and σμ
is the representation

x ÝÑ μpx1q|det x1|
n´1
2 b μpx2q|det x2|

n´3
2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b μpxnq|det xn|

´
pn´1q

2

of the Levi subgroup

MP pAq –
�

x “ px1, . . . , xnq : xi P GLpm,Aq
(

,

then π is the unique irreducible quotient of the induced representation
IP pσμq. Moreover, the restriction of π to GLpN,Aq1 occurs in the discrete
spectrum with multiplicity one. �

Consider the representation π P A2pNq described in the theorem. For
any valuation v, its local component πv is the Langlands quotient of the
local component IP pσμ,vq of IP pσμq. It then follows from the definitions
that πv is the irreducible representation of GLpN,Fvq that corresponds to
the Langlands parameter of the induced representation IP pσμ,vq. In other
words, the automorphic representation π is isobaric. We can therefore write

(1.3.7) π “ μ
´

n´1
2

¯

‘ μ
´

n´3
2

¯

‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ μ
´

´
pn´1q

2

¯

,

in the notation (1.3.6), for cuspidal automorphic representations

μpiq : xi ÝÑ μpxq|x|
i, x P GLpm,Aq.

Theorem 1.3.3 also provides a description of the automorphic represen-
tations in the larger set ApNq. For as we noted above, ApNq consists of the
set of irreducible induced representations

π “ IP pπ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b πrq, πi P A2pNiq,

where N “ N1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Nr is again a partition of N , and P is the corre-
sponding standard parabolic subgroup of GLpNq. It is easy to see from its
irreducibility that π is also isobaric. We can therefore write

(1.3.8) π “ π1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ πr, πi P A2pNiq.

Observe that despite the notation, (1.3.8) differs slightly from the general
isobaric representation (1.3.6). Its constituents πi are more complex, since
they are not cuspidal, but the associated induced representation is simpler,
since it is irreducible.

There is another way to view Theorem 1.3.3. Since F is global, the
Langlands group LF is not available to us. If it were, we would expect its
set ΦpNq of (equivalence classes of) N -dimensional representations

φ : LF ÝÑ GLpN,Cq
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to parametrize the isobaric automorphic representations of GLpNq. A very
simple case, for example, is the pullback |λ| to LF of the absolute value on
the quotient

W ab
F “ GLp1, F qzGLp1,Aq

of LF . This of course corresponds to the automorphic character on GLp1q

given by the original absolute value. We would expect the subset

Φsim,bddpNq “ Φ2,bddpNq

of irreducible unitary representations in ΦpNq to parametrize the unitary
cuspidal automorphic representations of GLpNq. How then are we to ac-
count for the full discrete spectrum A2pNq? A convenient way to do so is
to take the product of LF with the group SUp2q “ SUp2,Rq.

Let us write ΨpNq temporarily for the set of (equivalence classes of)
unitary N -dimension representations

ψ : LF ˆ SUp2q ÝÑ GLpN,Cq.

According to Theorem 1.3.3, it would then be the subset

ΨsimpNq “ Ψ2pNq

of irreducible representations in ΨpNq that parametrizes A2pNq. Indeed,
any ψ P ΨsimpNq decomposes uniquely as a tensor product μ b ν of irre-
ducible representations of LF and SUp2q. It therefore gives rise to a pair
pm,μq, in which μ P Acusppmq represents a unitary cuspidal automorphic
representation of GLpNq as well as the corresponding irreducible, unitary,
m-dimensional representation of LF . Conversely, given any such pair, we
again identify μ P Acusppmq with the corresponding representation of LF ,
and we take ν to be the unique irreducible representation of SUp2q of degree
n “ Nm´1.

We are identifying any finite dimensional representation of SUp2q with
its analytic extension to SLp2,Cq. With this convention, we attach an N -
dimensional representation

φψ : u ÝÑ ψ

˜

u,

˜

|u|
1
2 0

0 |u|
´

1
2

¸¸

, u P LF ,

of LF to any ψ P ΨpNq. If ψ “ μ b ν belongs to the subset ΨsimpNq, φψ

decomposes as a direct sum

u ÝÑ μpuq|u|
n´1
2 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ μpuq|u|

´p
n´1
2

q,

to which we associate the induced representation IP pσμq of Theoreom 1.3.3.
According to the rules of the hypothetical global correspondence from ΦpNq

to isobaric automorphic representations of GLpNq, it is the unique irre-
ducible quotient π “ πψ of IP pσμq that is supposed to correspond to the
parameter φψ. This representation is unitary, as of course is implicit in
Theorem 1.3.3. The mapping ψ Ñ πψ is thus an explicit realization of the
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bijective correspondence from ΨsimpNq to A2pNq implied by the theorem of
Moeglin and Waldspurger (and the existence of the group LF ).

More generally, suppose that ψ belongs to the larger set ΨpNq. Then
the isobaric representation πψ attached to the parameter φψ P ΦpNq belongs
to ApNq. It can be described in the familiar way as the irreducible unitary
representation induced from a unitary representation of a Levi subgroup.
The mapping ψ Ñ πψ becomes a bijection from ΨpNq to ApNq. In general,
the restriction ψ Ñ φψ of parameters is an injection from ΨpNq into ΦpNq.
The role of the set ΨpNq we have just defined in terms of the supplementary
group SUp2q is thus to single out the subset of ΦpNq that corresponds to
the subset ApNq of “globally tempered” automorphic representations.

We are also free to form larger sets

Ψ`
pNq Ą ΨpNq

and

Ψ`
simpNq Ą ΨsimpNq

of representations of LF ˆ SUp2q by removing the condition that they be
unitary. Any element ψ P Ψ`pNq is then a direct sum of irreducible rep-
resentations ψi P Ψ`

simpNiq. The components ψi should correspond to au-

tomorphic representations πi “ πψi
in A`

2 pNiq. The corresponding induced
representation

ρψ “ IP pπ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b πrq

then belongs to the set of A`pNq of (possibly reducible) representations of
GLpN,Aq introduced above. Notice that the extended mapping ψ Ñ φψ

from Ψ`pNq to ΦpNq is no longer injective. In particular, ρψ will not in
general be equal to the automorphic representation corresponding to φψ.
However, the mapping ψ Ñ ρψ will be a bijection from Ψ`pNq to A`pNq.
In the interests of symmetry, we can also write

ΨcusppNq “ Φsim,bddpNq

for the set of representations ψ that are trivial on the factor SUp2q. This
gives us a chain of sets

(1.3.9) ΨcusppNq Ă ΨsimpNq Ă ΨpNq Ă Ψ`
pNq

that is parallel to (1.3.4). We will then have a bijective correspondence
ψ Ñ ρψ that takes each set in (1.3.9) to its counterpart in (1.3.4).

The global parameter sets in the chain (1.3.9) are hypothetical, de-
pending as they do on the global Langlands group LF . However, their
local analogues are not. They can be defined for the general linear group
GvpNq “ GLpNqv over any completion Fv of F . Replacing LF by LFv in
the definitions above, we obtain local parameter sets

(1.3.10) Ψcusp,vpNq Ă Ψsim,vpNq Ă ΨvpNq Ă Ψ`
v pNq.

We also obtain a restriction mapping ψ Ñ ψv from the hypothetical global
set Ψ`pNq to the local set Ψ`

v pNq. The generalized Ramanujan conjecture
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for GLpNq asserts that this mapping takes ΨpNq to the subset ΨvpNq of
Ψ`

v pNq. However, the conjecture is not known. For this reason, we will
be forced to work with the larger local sets Ψ`

v pNq in our study of global
spectra.

Our purpose in introducing the hypothetical families of parameters (1.3.9)
has been to persuade ourselves that they correspond to well defined families
of automorphic representations (1.3.4). This will inform the discussion of
the next section. There we shall revisit the constructions of the last sec-
tion for orthogonal and symplectic groups, but with the objects (1.3.4) in
place of the parameter sets (1.3.9). Notice that the three left hand sets in
(1.3.4) contain only isobaric automorphic representations. They therefore
correspond bijectively with the three subsets

(1.3.11) CsimpNq Ă C2pNq Ă CpNq Ă CautpNq

of CautpNq under the mapping of Theorem 1.3.2. We have written

CsimpNq “ CcusppNq

for the smallest of these sets, in part because it would be bijective with the
hypothetical family

Φsim,bddpNq “ ΨcusppNq

of irreducible unitary, N -dimensional representations of the group LF . The
largest set CautpNq would of course be bijective with the family ΦpNq of all
N -dimensional representations of LF .

The sets (1.3.11) can all be expressed in terms of the smallest set CsimpNq

(or rather its analogue Csimpmq for m ď N). This is a consequence of Theo-
rem 1.3.3, or if one prefers, its embodiment in the left hand three parameter
in (1.3.9). The sets CsimpNq thus contain all the global information for gen-
eral linear groups. The notation we have chosen is meant to reflect the role
of their elements as the simple building blocks. Our ultimate goal is to show
that this fundamental role extends to the representations of orthogonal and
symplectic groups.

1.4. A substitute for global parameters

We can now resume the discussion from §1.2. We shall use the cuspidal
automorphic representations of GLpNq as a substitute for the irreducible N -
dimensional representations of the hypothetical global Langlands group LF .
This will allow us to construct objects that ultimately parametrize families
of automorphic representations of classical groups.

Assume that F is global. In the last section, we wrote ΨsimpNq “

Ψ2pNq temporarily for the set of equivalence classes of irreducible unitary
representations of the group LF ˆ SUp2q. From now on, we let

ΨsimpNq “ Ψsim

`

GpNq
˘

“ Ψsim

`

GLpNq
˘

stand for the set of formal tensor products

ψ “ μ b ν, μ P Acusppmq,


